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About secondary analysis
- issues to be delth with (metadata standards)

Open access to scientific information
Availability of International survey data (weights)
(administrative data?)

What can I do with on-line tools?
Possibilities (EUROLAB, summer schools/ ESS courses, DWB, UKDA)
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RESEARCH
DATA LIFECYCLE
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Secondary data, is data collected by someone other than
the user. Common sources of secondary data for social
science include censuses, organisational records and data
collected through qualitative methodologies or qualitative
research. Primary data, by contrast, are collected by the
investigator conducting the research.
Secondary data analysis saves time that would otherwise be
spent collecting data and, particularly in the case of
quantitative data, provides larger and higher-quality databases
that would be unfeasible for any individual researcher to collect
on their own. In addition, analysts of social and economic
change consider secondary data essential, since it is impossible
to conduct a new survey that can adequately capture past
change and/or developments.
[wiki, Secondary data, 31.7.2012]
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Secondary data analysis

SECONDARY DATA AND SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS

Reasons for using secondary data could be divided in 3
groups (Hayman in Štebe, 1999):
- Conceptual and content reasons (comparison
between different time periods; already tested
questionnaires; extensive set of variables; international
surveys; different purposes of use; has docummentation)

- Methodological reasons (combination of different data
sources; weakness – not knowing detailes of data collected;
data quality)
- Economic reasons (saving time and money)
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Secondary data analysis

SECONDARY DATA AND SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS

?Data access and its usefulness

?Preservation of confidentiality and privacy, that was
guaranteed by primary researcher

?Property rights and ownership of data
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Secondary data

Key elements encountered in secondary analysis

When collecting data researchers should:

•Inform participants how research data will be stored, preserved, and
used in the long term

•Inform participants how confidentiality will be maintained, e.g. by
anonymising data

•Obtain informed consent, either written or verbal, for data sharing
* Sample consent forms can be accessed at UKDA website (http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/)
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Sharing data

Ethics and consent

Does it make sense for you to collect your own data?
If not, what data sources are available to you that will
answer your research question(s)? When?
Does secondary data include population / variables of your
interest.

Is the quality of data good?
Does it have good documentations?
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Secondary analysis

Primary or secondary?

Most of the data saved in Social Sicenece data archives are micro and not
macro data.

Importance of metadata description
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DATA

SPSS data view
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DATA

SPSS variable view

A crucial part of making data user-friendly, shareable and with
long-lasting usability is to ensure they can be understood and
interpreted by any user. This requires clear data description,
annotation, contextual information and documentation.
Good documentation for research data contains both study-level
information about the research and data creation, as well as
descriptions and annotations at the variable, data item or data file
level.

Metadata are a subset of core data documentation, which provides
standardised structured information explaining the purpose, origin,
time references, geographic location, creator, access conditions and
terms of use of a data collection.
[UK DA, 2012]
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METADATA

Metadata for online data catalogues or discovery portals are often
structured to international standards or schemes such as
Dublin Core,
ISO 11179,
Data Documentation Initiative (DDI),
Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) and
Statistical Data and Metadate Exchange (SDMX) –
used
in NSI‘s.
The DDI is an international XML-based descriptive metadata standard
for social science data used by most social science data archives in
the world.
metadata editors
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Users of our data must acknowledge and cite data
sources correctly in all publications and outputs.
Data are a vital part of the scientific research process and proper citation
should be a significant feature of research publications.

Data citation:
- acknowledges the author's sources
- makes identifying data easier
- promotes the reproduction of research results
- makes it easier to find data
- allows the impact of data to be tracked
- provides a structure which recognises and can reward data
creators.
[more:UK DA, 2012]
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CITING DATA

OECD Principles and Guideliness for Access to Research Data from
Public Funding
…are meant to apply to research data, whether already in existence or yet
to be produced, that are supported by public funds for the purposes of
developing publicly accessible scientific research and knowledge…..
This kind of data should be publicly available.
.. in accordance with the objectives and principles, such as openness,

transparency, legal conformity, formal responsibility, professionalism,
protection of intellectual property, interoperability, quality and security,
efficiency, accountability and others.
UNESCO - Open Access to Scientific Information
UNESCO promotes Open Access (OA), with particular emphasis on scientific information
(journal articles, conference papers and datasets of various kinds) emanating
from publicly funded research.
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International research

International research

International data

GESIS – Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences

International data

Weighting is a very important concept in the analysis of
sample data. Weighting allows you to assign different
weights to the different cases in the analysis file.
Weighting is usually used to correct skewness in a
sample that is meant to represent a particular population.

Sample is weighted to correct for deviations from
national parameters. Characteristics that might be
used: region, the urban/rural divide, town size, household
size, sex, age, occupation, education, marital status, and
economic activity.
In probability sample surveys like the ESS, the essential
characteristics of the sample design are captured by design
weights. The design weight corrects for slightly different
probabilities of selection, thereby making the sample more
representative of a "true" sample of individuals.
[ESS, 2012]
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WEIGHTING DATA

In international data file you might find also a Population
Size weight. This is used when examining data for two or
more countries combined. This weight corrects for the fact
that most countries taking part in the study had very similar
sample sizes, no matter how large or small their population.
The mathematics of probability proves that a sample of, for
example, 1000 respondents is equally useful in examining the
opinions in a country with 10 million inhabitants as it would be
in a country with a population of only 1 million.

Without weighting, any figures combining two or more
country’s data would be incorrect, over-representing smaller
countries at the expense of larger ones. So the Population size
weight makes an adjustment to ensure that each country is
represented in proportion to its population size. [ESS, 2012]
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WEIGHT

WEIGHTING DATA

»Assurance that data meet set quality standards
»Long-term preservation of data in standardised accessible
data formats

»Safe-keeping of data in a secure environment with the ability
to control access

»Online resource discovery of data through data catalogues
»Licensing arrangements to acknowledge data rights
»Standardised citation mechanism to acknowledge data
ownership

»Promotion of data to many users
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Depositing data

Why deposit data to data archives?

Benefits Of Data Sharing To Researchers

 Assists in implementing publishers‘ data retention policies
 Increases visibility of scholarly work
 May enhance researchers’ reputation
 May increase citations

open access journal articles cited two-three times more

 Enable collaborations on closely related themes, and new topics
 Establish links to next generation of researchers
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Sharing data

Why share research data?

Benefits Of Data Sharing To Public And Funders
Public

•
•
•
•
•

Production of high quality research with social value
Advance science to the benefit of society
Compliance with laws and regulations
Adoption of emerging norms – ‘open access’ publishing
To be, and appear to be, open and accountable

Funders
• Make optimal use of publicly funded research
• Avoid duplication of data collection
• Maximise return for investment
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Why share research data?

If you have questions about access to data or data archiving
please contact me at
http://www.adp.fdv.uni-lj.si/
E-mail: arhiv.podatkov@fdv.uni-lj.si
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